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Abstract

Purpose – This research aims to uncover coronavirus disease 2019’s (COVID-19’s) impact on shipping and
logistics using Internet articles as the source.
Design/methodology/approach – This research applies web mining to collect information on COVID-19’s
impact on shipping and logistics from Internet articles. The information extracted is then analyzed through
machine learning algorithms for useful insights.
Findings –The research results indicate that the recovery of the global supply chain in China could potentially
drive the global supply chain to return to normalcy. In addition, researchers and policymakers should prioritize
two aspects: (1) Ease of cross-border trade and logistics. Digitization of the supply chain and applying
breakthrough technologies like blockchain and IoT are needed more than ever before. (2) Supply chain
resilience. The high dependency of the global supply chain on China sounds like an alarm of supply chain
resilience. It calls for a framework to increase global supply chain resilience that enables quick recovery from
disruptions in the long term.
Originality/value –Differing from other studies taking the natural language processing (NLP) approach, this
research uses Internet articles as the data source. The findings reveal significant components of COVID-19’s
impact on shipping and logistics, highlighting crucial agendas for scholars to research.
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1. Introduction
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has been affecting over 200 countries
and territories across all regions. The pandemic is undoubtedly applying pressure on global
manufacturer production capacities and logistics as an integral part of supply chains.
Countries and companies have been taking various actions to protect the delivery of essential
materials, including foods, medicines, masks and hazmat suits. While many countries have
successfully managed the pandemic in phases, some logistics activities are gradually
resuming to the prior pandemic scale.

Nonetheless, the crisis has led to rapid deterioration of business indicators, including GDP
and productivity, and the impact on theworld economy is predicted to be 2–3 timesmore severe
than the world financial crisis in 2008–2009 (Harris, 2020). In the longer run, productivity is
likely to be reduced by diminished R&D expenditure and diverted resource allocation of senior
management to deal with the pandemic (Bloom et al., 2020). In addition, Brinca et al. (2020)
measure the impact of COVID-19 on the labor demand and suggest that the demand for
working hours decreased by 16% due to the imposition of travel and trade restrictions and the
shutdown of working places. The authors conclude two-thirds of the fall in the growth rate of
hours worked in March and April 2020. It could be attributed to adverse labor supply shocks,
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and it suggests that correctly measuring demand and supply shocks is essential for the design
and implementation of economic policy during the COVID-19 outbreak.

Logistics companies, which are involved in the transport, storage and delivery of goods,
have been directly affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. COVID-19 changed the way to connect
between institutions, companies and individuals physically. However, the impact of COVID-19
on shipping and logistics is difficult to measure, and some of them are yet to be observed.

This research aims to gain insights through semantic analysis of Internet articles that
discuss the impact of COVID-19 on shipping and logistics. This research presents amethod of
applying natural language processing (NLP) to extract Internet articles. The extracted text
documents are then trained by machine learning (ML) algorithms which perform automatic
text classification. We collected articles from Internet resources in viewing that the literature
in this area is yet scarcely available in scientific journals. The information extracted from
online resources is then analyzed by the NLP method and ML algorithms for usual insights.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature; Section 3
discusses the methodology of NLP andML algorithms; Section 4 outlines the results of ML in
visual style and discusses the research findings; Section 5 conveys concluding remarks and
prospects.

2. Literature review
2.1 COVID-19 impact
Since the outbreak of COVID-19 in late December 2019, governments and organizations in
affected countries have been taking countermeasures relentlessly. The impacts of COVID-19
on supply chains are continuouslymeasured, modeled and visualized. The literature exists on
modeling the outbreak with individual and governmental actions, including holiday
extension, city lockdown, hospitalization, and quarantine (Lin et al., 2020) and measuring
pandemic and lockdown impact on mental health (Rossi et al., 2020), etc. Some scholars have
pioneered in researching the impact of COVID-19 supply chains: Choi (2020) builds an
analytical model and suggests that mobile service operation (MSO) is a win-win model for
both the service provider and consumer. Govindan et al. (2020) apply the fuzzy inference
system (FIS)-based model to help with the demand management in the health-care supply
chain. Ivanov (2020) conducts a simulation study and suggests that the timing of the closing
and opening of the facilities at different echelons might become a significant factor
determining the epidemic outbreak impact on supply chain performance. While the impacts
are multi-faceted, we mainly reviewed the literature in three streams as follows:

The first stream discusses the pandemic and supply chain resilience (SCR). Globalization
provides a wealth of new opportunities for supply chain optimization and exposes supply
chain networks to disruptions associated with increased complexity (Golan et al., 2020). The
authors also state that impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on supply chains may be delayed
with waves that can continue for months and even years; collaboration with nontraditional
supply chain stakeholders plays a role in increasing SCR during the pandemic outbreak.
Kawasaki et al. (2015) alsomentioned that border impeded cargo flow and international trade.
In particular, its border resistance increases in times of emergency, such as the COVID-19
outbreak. That was one of the reasons to reduce the trade volume of China temporally.

The second stream discusses the pandemic and supply chain sustainability (SCS).
Karmaker et al. (2021) investigate the drivers of SCS in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic in
Bangladesh and suggest that financial support from the government and supply chain partners
is required to tackle the immediate shock on SCS. The pandemic in the short term enables
environmental sustainability gains, while long-term effects are uncertain (Sarkis, 2020).

The third stream discusses the pandemic and disruption management. Supply chain
disruptions, such as the financial crisis in 2008 and the tsunami that hit Japan in 2011, have been
known to cause significant challenges and affect an organization’s performance (Hendricks and
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Singhal, 2003). Mahajan andTomar (2020) investigate the distance to production zones from our
retail centers and find that long-distance food supply chains have been hit the hardest during the
pandemic with welfare consequences for urban consumers and farmers.

2.2 Natural language processing (NLP) and its application in assessing the COVID-19
impact
NLP, also known as text mining, is a branch of artificial intelligence that helps computers
understand, interpret and manipulate human language. NLP helps computers communicate
with humans in their language and scales other language-related tasks. For example, “NLP
makes it possible for computers to read text, hear speech, interpret it, measure sentiment and
determine which parts are important. Today’s machines can analyze more language-based
data than humans, without fatigue and in a consistent, unbiased way” (SAS, 2021).
Automation throughML is critical to comprehensively analyze text and speech data because
of the staggering amount of unstructured data generated every day, from medical records to
social media.

From academia to industry, text mining has become a popular strategy for keeping up
with the rapid growth of information. Automatic text mining methods can make extracting
information from a large set of documents more efficient. However, since computer programs
do not quickly process natural language, algorithms must be developed to transform texts
into a structured representation.

From a data processing point of view, words or elements are “tokens” that provide context
to language, clues to the meaning of words and those words’ relationships with other words.
ML allows machines to use those tokens to identify the true meaning of what is said. ML is a
subset of artificial intelligence (AI). The relationship of NLP versus other ML methodologies
and the positioning of this research can be outlined as follows (see Figure 1):

Serrano et al. (2020) collect user comments on YouTube videos and apply NLP and other
ML techniques to predict COVID-19 misinformation. Jelodar et al. (2020) take topic modeling
and the recurrent neural network approach to analyze the online discussion forum Reddit to
uncover various issues related to COVID-19. Hosseini et al. (2020) apply NLP to analyze the
contents of tweets during the COVID-19 pandemic.

To the best of our knowledge, research extracting information from Internet articles to
assess the COVID-19 impact on logistics has not been observed. This paper hence aims to
complement the existing literature and offers insights on future research directions and
focuses. The research extracts information from online resources, and applies the NLP
method and ML algorithms to analyze the information extracted.

The research questions (RQs) are designed as follows:

RQ1. What key topics are being discussed in terms of COVID-19’s impact on shipping
and logistics?

RQ2. What areas should researchers and policymakers give priority to?

Figure 1.
Relationship between

NLP, ML and AI
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3. Methodology
The proposed method is organized into four major modules: data processing, information
interaction, ML and visualization. The data processing stage involves the techniques and
processes which conduct tasks of text mining. In the information extraction stage, we use
word2vec, a natural language processingmethod that converts words in a text into numerical
vectors to understand their meanings. Then principal components analysis and t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) are used for clustering. Finally, the visualization
phase describes the findings of the study. The workflow of the proposed system is presented
in Figure 2.

3.1 Data preprocessing
The data are collected from articles on the Internet using the web-mining method. A wide
variety of works in the literature focused on text mining for web contents mining (Singh and
Singh, 2010). Web mining is the application of data-mining techniques to discover patterns
from the World Wide Web. It retrieves structured and unstructured information from
browser activities, server logs, website link structures, page contents and other sources. The
benefit of web mining is that it allows users to quickly discover useful information or
knowledge from the Internet website structure, which otherwise requires human work to
collect manually.

Web mining includes web content mining, web structure mining and web user
information mining. The goal of web structure mining is to generate structural
information from websites and webpages. In this research, we focus on the structure of
inner-document to get the web contents as text documents for analysis.

The contents retrieved fromwebmining are further analyzed through a series of NLP text
analysis methods. Text analysis allows automatic extraction and classification of
information from texts (e.g. Westergaard et al., 2018), such as tweets, emails, support
tickets, product reviews, survey responses and web contents. Popular techniques in text
analysis include word frequency, collocation, co-occurrence, text classification, sentiment
analysis, topic detection, language detection, clustering, keyword extraction and entity
recognition. Sorting through data could be repetitive, time-consuming and expensive if done
by humans. Instead, if done bymachines, high volumes of text can automatically be analyzed,
saving resources while providing broader insights.

The web and text mining in this study is performed using the following steps:
3.1.1 Corpus generation. The experiment of this study is carried out on a text corpus, a

collection of Internet articles. The articles are retrieved by using the keywords “COVID
corona virus impact on shipping and logistics.”Total 283 websites hit in the Google search on

Figure 2.
Stages of the analysis
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June 14, 2020. We focused on English articles in this study. Our categorization for industries
and areas of websites are shown in Table 1. “Shipping, Port” indicates shipping companies
and port operators and port authorities. “Logistics” means forwarders, truckers and so on.
“ICT” includes software companies, logistics solution providers. “Shippers” are
manufacturers and retailers. “Finance, Insurance” indicates financial institutions and
insurance companies such as Protection and Indemnity (P&I) company. “Equipment” is a
ship equipment maker. “Public and educational institutions” includes universities, research
institutions, public sectors in countries and international institutions. “Media” means
newspaper companies and Internet news providers, the latter tend to engage in shipping and
logistics supply-chain matters. Many of the extracted websites are reports and articles
describing the impact of COVID-19 on logistics.

The web mining is performed by using python programs (beautifulsoup and pdfminer) to
convert web information to text format for further analysis.

3.1.2 Tokenization.Tokenization is a critical and the most basic step to proceed with NLP.
In NLP, tokenization refers to splitting a phrase, sentence, paragraph or an entire text
document into smaller units, such as individual words or terms. Each of these smaller units is
called a token. These tokens are the key elements of the NLP.

Tokenization is the process to replace themeaningful sentence in to individual wordswith
space as the delimiter, while remaining all the valuable information. As an example, let us
consider the below sentence:

COVID-19 is proving to be among the greatest of logistics disruptors in modern times

Tokenizing the sentence, we will get:

[“COVID-19”, “is”, “proving”, “to”, “be”, “among”, “the”, “greatest”, “of”, “logistics”, “disruptors”, “in”,
“modern”, “times”]

The python library of Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) is applied in this study to split the
text data to tokens. Once sentences are tokenized, the next step is to clean the text by
removing stop words to get ready for the model building part.

3.1.3 Stop words removal. The next stage of data preprocessing is stop words removal.
Stop words are words which are filtered out before or after processing of natural language
data. Stop words are the most common words in any natural language. For analyzing text
data and building NLPmodels, those stopwordsmight not addmuch value to themeaning of
the document, so they are usually removed to improve ML accuracy.

Industry/area Africa Asia Europe Oceania
South

America
North

America
World or

n.a Total

Shipping, port 1 4 1 3 9
Logistics 1 16 25 1 1 30 74
ICT 5 10 1 8 24
Shippers 4 6 7 17
Finance, insurance 1 2 1 4
Equipment 1 1 2
Public and
educational
institutions

1 1 5 8 4 19

Media 1 13 33 49 9 105
Consulting/advisory 3 1 15 1 6 1 27
n.a 2 2
Total 6 43 101 4 1 112 16 283

Table 1.
Industries and areas of

data source
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Stop words usually refer to the most common words in a language; however, there is no
single universal list of stop words. In English, it includes words like “is”, “was”, “were”,
“the”, “a”, “for”, “of”, “in”, etc. In this study, the NLTK English stop word set is applied to
remove common stopwords in English.We also removed some extra stopwords (e.g. “https”,
“www”, “TOP”, “BACK”, etc.) that are particularly associatedwith the corpus. Removing stop
words helps reduce the size of the corpus and identify the keywords in the corpus as well as
frequency distribution of concept words in the overall context.

After removing stop words, the tokenized sentence in the above example contains:

[“COVID-19”, “proving”, “greatest”, “logistics”, “disruptors”, “modern”, “times”]

In addition, to unify the expression for best accuracy, we replaced “corona”, “corona-virus”
and “covid” with “covid-19”.

After data preprocessing, we have enough tokenized clean text for the machine to work
with, and to develop algorithms to differentiate and make associations between pieces of text
to make predictions.

The input and output of a sample sentence in each process is summarized in Figure 3.

3.2 Information extraction and machine learning
Information is extracted by applying a couple of ML algorithms. ML is a type of AI that
allows systems to improve (learn) self-driving through experience. ML algorithms build a
mathematical model based on sample data, known as “training data,” to make predictions or
decisions without being explicitly programmed to perform the task. ML algorithms are used
in various applications, such as email filtering and computer vision, where it is difficult or
infeasible to develop a conventional algorithm for effectively performing the task. This study
first applies Word2vec to vectorize the text information, followed by principal component
analysis (PCA) and t-SNE algorithms for dimension reduction and visualization.

3.2.1 Word2vec. Word2vec is applied to extract information from the corpora. Mikolov
et al. (2013) propose the word2vec model for computing continuous vector representations of
words from massive data sets, and observe considerable improvement in the quality of these
representations measured in a word similarity. Word2vec applies a two-layer neural network
deep learning model that processes text by vectorizing words. To be more specific, it first
constructs a dictionary of words from the training text data and then learns vector
representation of those words; as such, it turns text into a numerical form that deep neural
networks can understand.

Word2vec conducts semantic comparisons (Mikolov et al., 2013) ranging from country–
capital (e.g. “Poland” is to “Warsaw” as “Japan” is to “Tokyo”) and male–female (e.g. “man”

Figure 3.
A demonstration of
data preprocessing
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is to “son” as “woman” is to “daughter”). Word2vec can make highly accurate guesses about a
word’s meaning based on past appearances given enough data, usage and contexts. Those
guesses can be used to establish a word’s association with other words (e.g. “man” is to “king”
what “woman” is to “queen”) or cluster documents and classify them by topic. Those clusters
can form the basis of search, sentiment analysis, and recommendations in diverse fields such as
scientific research, legal discovery, and customer relationship management. The training
algorithm applied in this research is CBOW (Continuous Bag of Words). CBOW architecture
tries to predict the current target word (i.e. the center word) based on the surrounding words.

The usefulness ofWord2vec is that it detects similarities of words mathematically. Inputs
are raw texts; Word2vec then converts words to vectors that are distributed numerical
representations of word features such as the context of those words, respectively. The output
of the Word2vec neural net is a vocabulary in which each item has a vector attached to it,
which can be fed into a deep-learning net or queried to detect relationships between words.

3.2.2 Principal component analysis (PCA). PCA is prevalent in many academic areas such
as psychology, sociology, civil engineering, etc. In recent years, PCA also has turned to be
used as one of the ML algorithms. It is one of the multivariate analyses that uses an
orthogonal transformation that converts a set of correlated variables to a set of uncorrelated
variables, that is, to reduce the dimensions of the data. When there are many variables (e.g.
features n > 10), it is advisable to do PCA. PCA is the most widely used tool in exploratory
data analysis and ML for predictive models. PCA is also an unsupervised learning technique
to examine the interrelations among a set of variables. It is also known as a general factor
analysis where regression determines a line of best fit.

PCA is fundamentally a dimensionality reduction algorithm, but it can also be helpful as a
tool for visualization, noise filtering, feature extraction, and engineering, and much more. As
there are as many principal components as there are variables in the data, principal
components are constructed so that the first principal component accounts for the largest
possible variance in the data set.

Using PCA, we can capture the characteristics of a word with as few variables as possible
by creating variables that combine the numerical values indicated by each vector element
appropriately. To do this, we first look for an axis that maximizes the variance of the
projected data so that the loss of information in the original data is as small as possible. It is
called the first principal component. Then, among the axes orthogonal to the first principal
component, find the axis that maximizes the variance of the projected data on the axis, and
call this the second principal component. It will reduce the dimension of the data. The
magnitude of the variance of the projected data is evaluated by the cumulative contribution
rate (CCR) and is defined by the maximal amount of variance explained by the principal
components representing the directions of the data. It also means the percentage of
information accounted for by the selected principal component. In this way, we can measure
the amount of information we lose due to dimensional shrinkage.

We use PCA to analyze vectors generated by word2vec. PCA reduces the data dimension
avoiding information loss based on the CCR. Then we construct axes pc1 and pc2 based on the
first and the second principal component, respectively. Finallywe regenerate vectors forwords.

3.2.3 t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE). t-SNE is also anML algorithm to
reduce the data dimension. It is characterized by a reduction in the dimension so that the
distances between data represented by low-dimensional vectors match the distances between
data originally represented by high-dimensional vectors. Van der Maaten and Hinton (2008)
proposed t-SNE as a tool to visualize high-dimensional data. Stochastic neighbor embedding
(Hinton and Roweis, 2002), also known as SNE, converts the high-dimensional Euclidean
distances between datapoints into conditional probabilities representing similarities. SNE
constructs reasonably good visualizations, and sometimes it is challenging to optimize
constrained by the cost function it utilizes. Van derMaaten andHinton (2008) proposed t-SNE
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by using a student’s t distribution in the low dimensional space, which alleviates the problem
that SNE suffers.

The efficiency of t-SNE is measured by the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergences score. The
KL score is calculated as the negative sum of probability of each event in Pmultiplied by the
log of the probability of the event inQ over the probability of the event in P. A lower KL score
indicates the higher performance of the t-SNE solution.

We also use t-SNE to analyze vectors generated by word2vec. It reduces the data
dimension avoiding information loss based on the KL score. Then we construct axes ts1 and
ts2. Finally we regenerate vectors for words.

4. Visualization of research findings
This section describes the findings from the ML in Section 3.

4.1 Most common words
Themost commonly usedwords in the research data are the output in Figure 4. Theword that
appears most frequently in the corpus is “covid,” followed by “service,” “country,”
“company,” and “China” in that order.

A broader view is computed by generating a word cloud (Figure 5). The bigger and bolder
the word appears, the more often it is mentioned in the corpus.

4.2 Word similarity
Word similarity is measured by using cosine similarity, which is the cosine of the angle
between two vectors generated by word2vec. No similarity is expressed as a 90-degree angle
with a similarity of zero, while the total similarity of one is a 0-degree angle, complete overlap.
As shown in the results of 4.1, the occurrence of the word “COVID”was themost prominent in
both the frequency and the word cloud. Therefore, we would like to examine the similarity
between “COVID” and other words. Table 2 is a list of words associated with “COVID” using
output from the Word2vec model, in order of proximity:

Figure 4.
Plot of most
common words
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The implications are three-fold:

(1) “Pandemic” proves to be the most similar word to “COVID-19”. “People” and “food”
are also considered most critical in relating to the COVID-19 pandemic.

(2) “March,” “April,” and “May” are listed in the top 20 of most similar words, while
“April” is more similar than “March” and “May.” This implies that the concerns on
COVID-19’s impact on logistics peaked in April. Relevant parties may be better
prepared in May in tasking/remedying COVID-19 disruption.

(3) “China” is also in the list of top 20 most similar words, while “mask” is not even
showing in the top 200 most common words.

4.3 Word classification by PCA and t-SNE
Text classification is the task of assigning a set of categories to free text. Text classifiers
can be used to organize, structure and categorize words. For example, chat conversations
can be organized by language, and brand mentions can be organized by sentiment, and
so on.

By reducing the dimensions of word vectors using PCA, the most common words are
classified into three components.And theCCRwas0.84, indicating that thePCAmodel is efficient.

Figure 6 indicates the classification result; horizontal axis is the first principal component,
vertical axis is the second principal component. The results from the PCA model can be
summarized into three categories and a few outliers:

Word Similarity Word Similarity

Pandemic 0.951578 Business 0.642269
People 0.887602 Industry 0.632889
Food 0.882532 Demand 0.626850
Impact 0.842956 Measure 0.621253
Outbreak 0.836285 Country 0.555152
Company 0.740543 Global 0.551881
April 0.725649 May 0.539259
March 0.693238 Supply-chain 0.525226
New 0.666996 China 0.437704
Time 0.655033 Logistics 0.408916

Figure 5.
Word cloud

Table 2.
Word similarity

(top 20)
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(1) Category related to logistics. The words “cargo,” “freight,” “logistics,” “service” and
“goods” are associated with each other closely.

(2) Category related to timeliness. The words “country,” “measure,” “people,” “March”
and “April” are associated with each other closely.

(3) Category related to business. “outbreak,” “pandemic,” “COVID,” “food,” “China,”
“supply-chain,” “demand” and “global” are associated with each other closely.

(4) Category of outliers. The words “transport” and “border” are outliers, which may
explain that these are popular topics; however, they are not regarded as topics that
are mainly related to COVID-19.

The result of t-SNE with the lowest KL score is plotted in Figure 7. The words can be classified
into three groups.Group (a) is related to the international transport of goods.Group (b) is related
to the pandemic and its impacts on people’s work and life. Group (c) impacts on the world
supply chain. The word “US” is classified in group (b), which indicates that the new norm of
work and life was extensively discussed in the USA during the period. The word “China” is
classified in group (c), which indicates that China plays a role in the global supply chain in
various perspectives, including production, business, demand, shipping, logistics, etc.

As can be seen from Figures 6 and 7, the different dimension contractionmethods result in
different groupings. It may be because PCA mainly focuses on capturing the linear structure
of the data, while t-SNE captures both linear and nonlinear relationships (Yang et al., 2017).
Although it is not easy to interpret the coordinates for PCA, t-SNE is regarded to be better
than PCA in terms of visualization (e.g. Yang et al., 2017). PCA results clearly indicate that
“Business”, “Logistics” and “Timeliness” aremost important categories during the pandemic,
which reflects perceptions in real life; therefore, we decided to report it for the readers’ perusal.
Discussion in the concluding remarks is mainly based on t-SNE.

5. Conclusion remarks and future work
In the research, we apply web mining and NLP methods to perform large-scale analyses on
Internet users’ opinions from different perspectives. Through automatic manipulation of
Internet articles addressing COVID-19 using ML models, this research took an empirical
approach to gain insights supported by statistical methods of ML algorithms.

The research findings can be summarized in three points. First, the impact of COVID-19 on
shipping and logistics is that information on the sustainability of the service is one of themost
important ones. In the similarity analysis, “measure”was high. It seems to result from the fact

Figure 6.
Word classification
by PCA
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that logistics companies focus on how transportation will be affected in the face of the spread
of the infection and how to secure alternative means. Group (c) in Figure 7 also showed a high
level of interest in “service,” “border,” “restrictions,” and “delivery”. In Figure 7, group (c),
“service,” “border,” “restrictions,” “delivery,” and other topics related to the sustainability of
services dominate the list. It is related to the fact that most of the extracted information
sources on the Internet are related to logistics companies and logistics services, which are on
the supply side, and are considered to reflect their needs.

Second, there is an emphasis on information related to consumers’ lives. In particular,
“food” tends to be the focus of attention. It indicates that consumers are concerned about the
effects of COVID-19 on their lives, such as food and health. Understandably, information
providers in web news or logistics companies tend to reflect this concern. In the similarity
analysis, “Food”was the only item in the top 20 items transported, reflecting its high level of
attention. Since consumers tend to value information on the availability of daily necessities,
supplier-side companies and trademagazines, whichwere the primary sources of this survey,
cannot ignore this information. In Group (b) of Figure 7, there are many terms such as
“health,” “home,” and “work” that are rooted in consumers’ daily lives. It suggests that it is
important for the logistics business to know the situation and changes in consumers’ lives
and food. The fact that words indicating the timing are in this group is because consumers are
likely to emphasize transportation delays.

Third, topics related to “service,” “country” and “China” dominate the list. It is not
unrelated that the extracted Internet information sources were mainly fromAsia, Europe and
North America. In Asia, information related to China was important as an export base for
containerized cargo, while in Europe and North America, information related to China was
important as an import source. In the similarity analysis, “April” was higher than the other
months because the peak production stoppage and export decrease in China was in April
2020. In Figure 7, group (c), there are many terms around China, such as “production,”
“market” and “supply-chain,”which are often used by producers and transporters. Itmay be a

Figure 7.
Word classification by

t-SNE
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result of the fact that the impact of COVID-19 has focused attention on the impact on supply
chains related to China.

In addition, in the context of the findings of this study, it makes sense for researchers and
policymakers to focus on the following two aspects:

(1) Ease of cross-border trade and logistics. The word “border” has been a highly
discussed topic; cross-border policy seems to be one of the critical logistics enablers
during the pandemic. For this purpose, providing information on the sustainability of
services from time to time would help facilitate the services. In addition, for smooth
international logistics, the digitization of supply chains and the application of
innovative technologies such as blockchain and IoT are required more than ever.
It seems helpful to provide information on how the sustainability of logistics services
can be achieved by services using such technologies. It will, in turn, lead to
consumers’ peace of mind.

(2) “Resilience of the supply chain”. The results of this research showed once again that
logistics companies are highly dependent on and pay attention to China. Disruptions
in the supply chain have continued for more than a year. Moreover, they are expected
to continue for some time, even after the COVID-19 problem is resolved. In order to
improve the supply chain sustainability in the future, it is necessary to consider what
measures are necessary to enable rapid recovery from the disruption, including the
issue of dependence on China, which is one of our future works.
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